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Fraser Coast Future Gen 

 
“In this land of drought, floods and sweeping plans, few things 
are certain except that the big dry will end in rain and the 

future belongs to the coming generations. While Show Societies cannot 
control the weather, we can prepare our Future Gen for the roles of 
tomorrow.”   
 
Our aim is to bring like-minded youth aged between 13-18 years old to get 

involved in the “Future Gen” program. With this program, we strive to 

encourage youth to create community connections with other like-minded 

youth as well as involvement in the preparation of the local Show and 

potentially beyond.   

MISSION STATEMENT: Our mission for Future Gen is to give local youth the 
opportunity to connect with other like-minded youth, build rapport with the 
knowledgeable members of our society, to gain the necessary skillset and 
attitudes to thrive in the next generation of the Show movement and thus 
continue its legacy. 
 

WHO WE ARE: We are the youth division of the Fraser Coast Agriculture 
Society Inc. Our aim is to positively encourage youth, advocate and to 
embrace the extensive history of the Show movement whilst additionally 
sustaining our future generation.  

WHAT WILL THIS PROGRAM INVOLVE? 

 Learning all aspects of the Show. This will include but is not limited to 
planning, learning schedules and working closely with our stewards.  

 Youth events such as the “Young Farmers Challenge” and social 
events outside of the Show.  

 Youth will obtain necessary skills that they will be able to utilise for life 
such as an eye for detail, a solid work ethic, communication skills, the 
ability to work unsupervised, forming bonds and using initiative.   

 The opportunity to participate in the near north coast sub-chamber 
Junior Showgirl finals.  

Please email your suggestions and comments to 
admin@frasercoastagshow.com Ph 0741 235311 Tues & Thurs 9-3pm 

Your Next Gen representative is Breanna Head (0498 989 013) 
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